This directory is designed to:

1. Give users direct access to the Department’s top-level management and supervisory personnel, and
2. To see where the managers and supervisors fit into the Department’s chain-of-command structure.

FOR AUTOMATED INSPECTION REQUESTS ONLY, YOU MAY CALL TOLL FREE FROM ANYWHERE IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY:
1-888-LA-4-BUILD
OR
OUTSIDE LOS ANGELES COUNTY
213-482-0000
TDD Line 888-833-8389

FOR ALL OTHER SERVICES OR INFORMATION WITHIN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES
3-1-1
OR
OUTSIDE LOS ANGELES CITY
1-213-473-3231

For more information regarding the Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, please visit www.ladbs.org.
INFORMATION

PASCAL CHALLITA, Chief
(213) 482-6712
pascal.challita@lacity.org

JOHN WEIGHT, Assistant Chief
(213) 482-0342
john.weight@lacity.org

ELEVATOR/PRESSURE VESSEL INSPECTION
KIM ARTHUR
Chief Inspector/Public Information Officer
(213) 202-3477
kim.arthur@lacity.org

ELEVATOR Inspection
LARRY ISIDRO
Principal Inspector
(213) 202-9830
larry.isidro@lacity.org

METRO
TERRY HERR
Principal Inspector
(213) 202-9863
terry.herr@lacity.org

SOFT STORY Inspection
DAVID TSAU
Sr Build Inspector
(213) 482-0309
david.tsau@lacity.org

ELEVATOR Inspection
METRO
DAVID JENNINGS
Sr Safety Eng Elev
(213) 202-9852
david.jennings@lacity.org

ELEVATOR Inspection
VAL
RICHARD OKE
Sr Safety Eng Elev
(310) 914-3967
richard.oke@lacity.org

PRESSURE VESSEL INSPECTION CODE DESK
METRO
CIRILIO REYES
Sr Safety Eng Press Ves
(213) 202-9852
cirilo.reyes@lacity.org

PRESSURE VESSEL INSPECTION CODE DESK VN
RENATO FABIAN
Sr Safety Eng Press Ves
(818) 374-1149
renato.fabian@lacity.org

PRESSURE VESSEL INSPECTION CODE DESK WLA
JUAN CARLOS CHAVEZ
Sr Safety Eng Press Ves
(310) 914-3973
juan.carlos.chavez@lacity.org
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